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Abstract 

Hyper Automation is a true digital transformation with the help of advanced techniques such as Robotic Process 

Automation (RPA), Machine Learning (ML), and Artificial Intelligence (AI). It automates complicated business 

processes, even where topic specialists were formerly needed. This is an expansion to the processes of traditional 

business-process automation. Hyper Automation allows automation to do virtual tasks performed by business people by 

merging AI technologies with RPA.  

This takes to the next level for detecting and generating automation processes dynamically. It allows companies to 

combine business intelligence systems, undertake complex needs, and increase human expertise and automation 

experience. This paper briefly discusses Hyper Automation and its need in the current scenario. 

Then it elaborates the significant roles of sensors to enhance Hyper Automation. Various versatile Technologies, such as 
dedicated workflow processes, specific domains of Solicitations associated with Hyper Automation, are also discussed 
diagrammatically. Then this study further identifies and discusses the capabilities of hyper-automation for industries. 

Introduction 

Hyper Automation Is a Business Operated in A Way to Disciplined used to approach That Organization Quickly Identify 

Its Mainly Use In IT sector Which Widely Used In AI-Machine Learning. normally person think the automation, that 
terms in our mind the process is automated in our mind, but this our process is takes an ecosystem which is technologically 
advanced tools and combines for the create a new way to work. 
 
Hyper automation is minimized the human effort and use to automation every where maximized the quality and quantity 
. And we have to accept the automation because it every where using so we have to update and as much as use technology 

to receive better or best result .   
 

Hyper Automation 

This technology is created for the reduce the power of human and as much as increasingly use advance 

technologies,including artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), on automated process and argument humans 

Hyper-Automation extends as per the technologically use Range. 
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The Benefits Of Hyper Automation Can Be Summed Up In Five Points 
 
1. Increasing the competency of the workforce 

2. Employee Upskilling 

3. Systems Integration  

4. Advanced Analytics  

5. Improved Productivity 

 

1. Increasing the competency of the workforce 
 

Employees has been done the many process for that particular role and they completing their work quickly with the 
available technologies. this will help to reduce the manual work to focus on more effective task such is planning and 
strategy that is may result in something unique on their desk.  
 
 
 

2 Employee Upskilling 

Employee Upskilling with this hyper automation, Their Is No Need To educate like you have to know proper ,just you 
need understanding that how it will work .Any Business person can easily lead their department and contribution to change 
with out fear. 
 
 

3 Systems Integration 

System Integration with an evolving set of AI technologies hyper automation a company's can communicate with the 
power of integrations in informal on premises technology and uneven data systems. 

 

 

4. Advanced Analytics   

Hyper Automation managing the large scale of automation as per the advance technology which ranging from exploring 
automation opportunities to measuring exact (Return On Investing)ROI based on time and money and saving weekly or 

monthly basis. 

 

5. Improved Productivity 

We can say Last but not least, Hyper Automation helps from the basic process to complex and end-to-end business process 
by productivity with enable robot and people also. In this time we have to learn about new technology because we have 
new technology but their uses people is less and those people is no need but you have skill and you learn about new 
technology so those people demand is high and knowledge and  skill this always improved any productivity. 
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APPLICATION AREAS 

 

1.  Finance & Banking 

2.  Manufacturing 

3.  Retail 

4.  Healthcare 

5.  Telecommunication  

 

 

1. Finance & Banking 

Rising Machinery and Fines expenses along with fierce Regulatory requirements slow down as well as influence and 

result in poor customer experience for that their is need to find people for solving problems and finding new and better 

ways to manage compliance,If Cut The extra expenses is definitely not the answer. 

 

 Automate data validations   

 Data migration between different banking applications 

 Risk and Compliance Reporting  

 Cost effectiveness 

 Availability 

 

 

2. Manufacturing 

There is some data with ISG(Information Services Groups) study, the automation technologically get the permission for 
43%  reducing in required resources for order-to-cash process and 34% for invoice processing and 32% for vendors as 
well. 

 
All Companies are started with a base level project by choose a specification set of operation and can that is observe and 
bases on measurable results with in weeks of implementation 

 

3. Retail  

RPA(Robotic Process Automation) in retail Process of invoice and contract management supply return chain process 
invoice and store planning management. However, Now Days Very Few People know about that RPA process which also 
support multiple office tasks such as the process from selection to health, safety. the finance department can optimize 
Incentives, cash flow management, payables and receivables, regulatory compliance, and cash flow management are 

activities that affect the above. 
 

4. Healthcare 

If we Need To Successful Implementation of RPA in healthcare require holistic foresight to determine where automation 

can provide benefits, which type of process Are Available to assist with the process  

and whether a partnership can help with skillsets or resources. 
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5.Telecommunication 

As a telecom service in this sector is we can check that in this we can face trouble problems and difficulties. the over 
increasing demand or  seamless connectivity, their is different range of product services, skyrocketing levels of data to be 

handled, and cutthroat competition - all have burdened the telecom players. This Is Telecom Can Come To the resource. 
 

 Installations 

 - File Management  
 - FTP download Upload & Backup 
 - Synchronising Deleting And Emptying folders 
 - Processing & Distribution  
 - W4 Management Email  
 - Batch Processing 
 
 
 

TECHNIQUES 

Identifying What work needs to be automated as part of a hyper automation practice, using various methods of machine 
learning and AI we can extend the capabilities of the automated process and drive agility.  The   Hyper Automation  is  
over  future mostly  use automation  so it most important its techniques how to use automation to  get better result in 
minimum time  that’s import to techniques. 
 
 

  Extraction and its techniques 1m. 

  Screen Scraping and its methods 2m. 

  Full text method 2m. 

  Native method 2m. 

  OCR method 4m. 

  Demonstration - Screen Scraping 3m. 

  Data Scraping 4m 

 

 

Tools & Technologies 

 

Currently there are over vendors offering RPA tools. However, The main tools in the RPA market are UiPath, Blue 
Prism and Automation Anywhere. These tools are mainly used in organisations for various purposes. 

We need to find some solutions to improve the quality of qubit technology by increasing the coherence time of qubits and 

the speed of quantum operations. Also, we need to correct the state of the qubit for quantum error correction. 

After the discovery of Shor and Grover's algorithms, researchers have not found many useful quantum algorithms that 

substantially outperform classical algorithms. Shor writes in his paper, "Any quantum algorithm that offers a speedup 

over classical computation must use interference; this phenomenon is unknown in classical computer science, and most 

theoretical computer scientists are not used to thinking about it" (Shor & W., 2003). As research in quantum computing 

receives more attention from government, industry, and academia, it is expected that more useful quantum algorithms 

will be found. 
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Although it may be ten years before a quantum computer is built that significantly outperforms classical computers, every 

company needs to think about new quantum applications to prepare for that day. As Fortune 500 companies continue to 

invest in quantum computing, there are certainly opportunities to find a large amount of gold ore in this research and 

business field. 
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